BLOCKS

X L B LO C K S

Extra wide charcoal and graphite for expressive work - use wet or dry

3 SECOND SELL
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Extra large size

2

Essential graphite and
charcoal media mixed with
colour

3

(20mm diameter, 60mm length)

Water-soluble
(Use dry, or combine with water for
alternative effects)
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RA NG E
F E ATURES
Texture

XL BLOCKS
CHARCOAL
Extra wide charcoal
for expressive work
- use wet or dry.

Chalky

Powder-based
Diameter

20mm

Length

60mm

No. degrees in range

6

Lightfast*

100%

Blendable

5

Erasable

4

Colour intensity

2

Layering

5

Point strength

4

Scale of 0-5, where 5 is the most blendable, erasable etc.
*Lightfast, colours remain the same for 100 years under museum conditions

R A NG E
F EATU R ES
Texture

XL BLOCKS
GR APHITE

Extra wide graphite
for expressive work
- use wet or dry.

Chalky

Powder-based

Water-soluble

Available individually and in tins
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Water-soluble
Diameter

20mm

Length

60mm

No. degrees in range

6

Lightfast*

100%

Blendable

5

Erasable

4

Colour intensity

2

Layering

5

Strength

3

Available individually and in tins
Scale of 0-5, where 5 is the most blendable, erasable etc.
*Lightfast, colours remain the same for 100 years under museum conditions
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EXTRA WIDE SIZE

20
mm

Perfect for expressive mark making, artists can created
a wide variety of textures and effects with these
generously chunky blocks; broad strokes, subtle blending,
fine lines and deep tonal work are all possible. Use them
on their side, edge or corner, they are easy to blend and
smudge.
Both ranges of Derwent XL Blocks are 20mm in
diameter and 60mm in length.

SQUARE

GRAPHITE & CHARCOAL
MIXED WITH COLOUR

2

Graphite and charcoal are a staple of many aspiring and
professional artists’ supplies. Derwent XL Graphite and
XL Charcoal combine these media forms with colour
for unique effects.
XL Graphite is available in 6 cool colours that leave a
silvery sheen. XL Charcoal comes in 6 muted shades.
Combine XL Graphite with the Derwent Graphitint
range, and XL Charcoal with the Derwent Tinted
Charcoal Pencil range for further creative possibilities.
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RANGE

WATER-SOLUBLE
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Both graphite and charcoal XL Blocks are watersoluble media formats. Using on damp surfaces
allows artists to release lots of colour really
quickly, and build layers.
“These chunky blocks are an artsit’s dream:
delivering enormous swatches of rich colour. On a
damp surface they release a creamy strip of pigment,
which when dry can be re-worked with layers of
contrasting colour and marks. Blend colour with
a stump or by hand, or remove sections with an
eraser. Working with them is a truly rewaarding
experience.” David Winning - Artist
WATER-SOLUBLE

